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DETERMINISTIC VERSUS PROBABILISTIC PACKET
SAMPLING IN THE INTERNET
YOUSRA CHABCHOUB, CHRISTINE FRICKER, FABRICE GUILLEMIN,
AND PHILIPPE ROBERT

Abstra t.

Under the assumption that pa kets are su iently interleaved and
the sampling rate is small, we show in this paper that those hara teristi s of
ows like the number of pa kets, volume, et . obtained through deterministi 1-out-of-k pa ket sampling is equivalent to random pa ket sampling with
rate p = 1/k . In parti ular, it is shown that under mild assumptions, the tail
distribution of the total number of pa kets in a given ow an be estimated
from the distribution of the number of sampled pa kets. Expli it theoreti al
bounds are then derived by using te hni al tools relying on bounds of Poisson
approximation (Le Cam's Inequality) and renements of the entral limit theorem (Berry-Essen bounds). Experimental results from an ADSL tra e show
a good agreement with the theoreti al results established in this paper.

1. Introdu tion
Pa ket sampling is an e ient method of redu ing the amount of data to retrieve
and to analyze in order to study the

hara teristi s of IP tra

( f. the drafts of

IPFIX [11℄ and PSAMP [12℄ working groups at the IETF). The simplest approa h
to pa ket sampling is
onsists of

ertainly the so- alled

1-out-of-k

sampling te hnique, whi h

apturing and analyzing one pa ket every other

will be referred to in the following as deterministi

k

pa kets. This method

sampling, whi h has been im-

plemented, for instan e, in CISCO routers (NetFlow fa ility [6℄) and is widely used
in today's operational networks, even if it suers from several short omings identied in [8℄. In parti ular, re overing original ow statisti s from sampled data is
a di ult task (see [7℄ for instan e). Dierent solutions have been introdu ed to
over ome these limitations (e.g., the sample and hold te hnique by Estan and
Varghese [9℄, adaptive sampling [5, 8℄, et .).
Be ause deterministi

sampling may introdu e some syn hronization and then

some bias in sampled data, whi h bias is not easy to determine be ause it depends
upon the realization of ows (i.e., the relative position of pa kets between ea h
other), several studies and IETF drafts [15℄ re ommend probabilisti
its basi

version, random sampling

sampling. In

onsists of pi king up a pa ket, independently

from other pa kets, with a given probability

p.

The major advantage is that random

sampling provides isolation between ows: the sele tion of a pa ket does not depend
upon the relative position of ows between ea h other.
In this paper, it is shown that if pa kets are su iently interleaved (whi h is
denitely the
deterministi

ase on a transmission link of a ba kbone network), then 1-out-of-k
sampling is equivalent to random sampling with

p = 1/k .

More pre-

isely, an expli it estimation of the distan e (for the total variation norm) between
1
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the distributions of the numbers of pa kets in a ow sampled with the two sampling
te hniques is obtained.
On the basis of this result, bounds on the dieren e between the distributions of
the original ow size and of the sampled ow size res aled by the sampling fa tor
are established. If the estimation of the size of a ow with the number of sampled
pa kets s aled by the sampling fa tor is natural and frequently used in the literature,
it is not always a
a

urate and

an be wrong sometimes. A bound to estimate the

ura y of this estimation is therefore important in pra ti e. Provided that the

ow size is su iently heavy tailed, it

an be shown that the original size of a ow

an be indeed estimated from the number of sampled pa kets.
The dierent theoreti al results obtained in this paper are illustrated on a traf

tra e from the Fran e Tele om ba kbone network

arrying ADSL tra . For

this purpose, we introdu e a ow de omposition te hnique based on an ad-ho
mouse/elephant di hotomy. The theoreti al results are applied to elephants. Mi e
appear as ba kground noise in sampled data and their ow size distribution is of
less interest, sin e their volume represents only a small fra tion of global tra .
Experimental data show good agreement with theoreti al results.
The paper is organized as follows: In Se tion 2, we des ribe the tra
methodology. The

omparison between deterministi

analysis

sampling and random sam-

pling is dis ussed in Se tion 3 and results on random sampling are then established.
These results are

ompared in Se tion 4 against experimental results. Con luding

remarks are presented in Se tion 5.

2. Traffi
Let us

analysis methodology

onsider a high speed transmission link

us divide time into slots of length

T.

The

onstant

arrying Internet tra

T

and let

may range from a few se onds

to several tens of minutes (say, from one to two hours).
In this paper, we are interested in the

hara teristi s of TCP tra

still represents today 95 % of the total amount of tra
though the proportion of UDP tra

sin e it

in IP networks, even

is growing with the development of streaming

appli ations (VoIP, video, peer-to-peer streaming, et .). To analyze TCP tra , we
adopt a ow based approa h, a ow being dened as the set of those pa kets with
the same sour e and destination IP addresses together with the same sour e and
destination port numbers (and of
In the literature on Internet tra
are not all equivalent:

ourse the same proto ol type, in this

ase TCP).

hara terization, it is well known that all ows

there are ows with many pa kets, possibly transmitted

in bursts, and small ows

omprising only a few pa kets.

omposed of single SYN segments

orresponding to unsu

Many small ows are
essful TCP

onne tion

establishments attempts.
To simplify the notation, small ows will be referred to in the following as mi e
and long ows as elephants.

This notation

orresponds more or less to the ele-

phant/mouse di hotomy introdu ed by Paxson and Floyd [14℄, even if

lear deni-

tions for mi e and elephants do not exist (see the dis ussion in [13℄). To be more
spe i , we shall use the following denitions:

Denition 1 (Mouse/Elephant). A mouse is a ow with less than b pa kets in a
time window of length T . An elephant is a ow with at least b pa kets in a time
window of length T .
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Figure 1. C df of the number of pa kets in mi e and elephants

for

T =5

We do not

T = 3200

se onds and

se onds (b

= 20

pa kets).

laim that the above denitions should be

and elephants; they are introdu ed for

the

two distin t sets. In parti ular, they depend upon the length
window and the threshold

b = 20

b.

denitions for mi e

onvenien e to split the ow population into

T

of the measurement

In previous studies (see [1℄ for instan e), a threshold

pa kets yields a neat delineation between mi e and elephants when dealing

with ADSL tra

even for large observation windows.

To illustrate the above denitions, we
Tele om IP ba kbone network

onsider a tra

tra e from the Fran e

arrying ADSL tra . This tra

tra e has been

aptured on a Gigabit Ethernet link in O tober 2003 between 9:00 pm and 11:00
pm (this time period

orresponding to the peak a tivity by ADSL

link load was equal to 43.5%. The
(

df ) of the number

1(b) for

T = 5

T = 5

Nmice

omplementary

ustomers); the

umulative distribution fun tion

of pa kets in mi e is displayed in Figures 1(a) and

se onds and

T = 3200

se onds, respe tively.

We see that for

Nmice an reasonably be
n
approximated by a geometri distribution (i.e., P(Nmice > n) ≈ r1 ). By using a
standard Maximum Likelihood Expe tation (MLE) pro edure, we nd r1 = 0.75.
For T = 3200 se onds, only the tail of the distribution an be approximated by a
n
geometri distribution; experimental results give P(Nmice > n) ≈ c2 r2 for large n,
with c2 = .1 and r2 = .6.
The distribution of the number Neleph of pa kets in elephants is displayed in
Figure 1( ) and 1(d) for T = 5 and T = 3200 se onds, respe tively. Now, we see
se onds, the distribution of the random variable

that elephants

learly exhibit a behavior, whi h is signi antly dierent from that

of mi e. The random variable

Neleph

has a slowly de reasing distribution, whi h
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an reasonably be approximated by a Pareto distribution, at least for moderate
values of

Neleph

for

T = 5 se onds.
P(Neleph > n) ≈ (b/n)a

We spe i ally have

we nd by means of a standard MLE pro edure
the distribution of

Neleph

is more

n ≥ b = 20. For T = 5 se
a = 1.95. When T = 3200 se

for

ompli ated and

and

Remark.

P(Neleph

an be approximated by two
a
with

P(Neleph > n) ≈ (20/n) 2 for 20 ≤ n ≤ 2000
a′
> n) ≈ (600/n) 2 for n ≥ 2000 with a′2 = 1.8.

Pareto distributions, namely

a2 = .55,

onds,
onds,

It turns out that taking only a limited time window for the statisti s of

the duration of a ow gives a mu h more robust statisti al des ription of the tra .
Additional works has to be done to re over the full information on the duration of
the ows.
In this paper, we are interested in

omparing the random variables des ribing

the number of pa kets in a sampled ow, when deterministi

or random sampling

is performed.

3. Properties of random and deterministi
3.1.

Deterministi sampling.

is sele ted every other

In the

1/p (integer) pa

ase of deterministi

kets, where

of ows are ba k to ba k, then there is little

sampling

sampling, one pa ket

p is the sampling rate.

if their number of pa kets is not signi antly larger than the sampling

1/p.

If pa kets

han e of seeing ows more than on e
oe ient

Fortunately, on a high speed ba kbone link, the number of simultaneous ows

is very large and pa kets of the dierent
Hen e,

ompeting ows are highly interleaved.

onse utive pa kets of a given ow are separated by many pa kets of other

ows. This introdu es some randomness in the sele tion of pa kets of a given ow.
More pre isely, assuming that ows are permanent in a time window of length

T,

deterministi

number

sampling

M (T ) of pa

onsists of drawing

⌊pM (T )⌋

pa kets out of the total

kets in the time window. If pa kets are su iently interleaved,

f with probability Nf /M (T ) if ow f has
Nf pa kets. Under this assumption, the number of sampled pa kets from
f
f
f
f
ow f is nf = B1 + B2 + · · · + B
pM(T ) , where the quantities Bj are independent
Bernoulli random variables equal to one if the j th sampled pa ket is from ow f .
f
g
Note that if f and g are distin t ows, then the variables (Bj ) and (Bj ) are not
a sampled pa ket belongs to a given ow

originally

independent.
The assumption of permanent ows is reasonable, when the observation window
length

T

is small. When

T

is large, however, ows may be bursty and alternate

between on and o periods. This phenomenon has been observed in parti ular when
analyzing elephants in ADSL tra

3.2.

Probabilisti sampling.

[1℄.

It is assumed in this se tion that random sam-

pling is performed: ea h pa ket of a given ow

f

with

Nf

pa kets is taken with

a probability p and the number of pa kets in the sampled ow is exa tly given by
ef + B
ef + · · · + B
e f ) are Bernoulli with
e f , where the random variables (B
ñf = B
1
2
i
Nf

mean

p.

The key property of this sampling mode is that it provides isolation be-

tween ows. Mathemati ally, it amounts to the fa t that the Bernoulli variables
e f ) and (B
e g ) are independent for distin t ows f and g .
(B
i
i
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The
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omparison between the two sampling methods is done through the estima-

tion of the

total variation distan e between the distributions of nf

and

ñf ,

def.

kP(nf ∈ ·) − P(ñf ∈ ·)ktv = sup |P(nf ∈ A) − P(ñf ∈ A)| .
A⊂N

Proposition 1

(Probabilisti vs. Deterministi Sampling). Under the above assumptions, for a ow f with Nf pa kets with E(Nf2 ) < +∞, the relation

kP(nf ∈ ·) − P(ñf ∈ ·)ktv ≤ p

(1)

E(Nf2 )
M (T )

+ p2 E(Nf )

holds. Moreover, as M (T ) goes to innity, the number of sampled pa kets nf onverges in distribution to Q dened by
Q(k) =

Proof.


pk
E Nfk e−pNf .
k!

The proof relies on Le Cam's inequality

see Chapter 1 of Barbour [3℄.
parameter

λ,

If

Pois(λ)

onditionally on the value of

Nf ,

denotes the Poisson distribution with

then

kP(nf ∈ · | Nf ) − Pois(pNf )ktv ≤ pNf2 /M (T ).

(2)

By integrating this relation, we obtain
ilarly for

ñf ,

with similar arguments,

Relation (1) is proved. The

kP(nf ∈ ·) − Qktv ≤ pE(Nf2 )/M (T ). Sim2
we have kP(ñf ∈ ·) − Qktv ≤ p E(Nf ).

onvergen e in distribution is a dire t

onsequen e of



Inequality (2).
Equation (1) implies that when the sampling parameter
bution of the number of sampled pa kets of a given ow is
quantity obtained by probabilisti

p

is small, the distri-

lose to the analogue

sampling.

Considering that if we deal with an elephant, the number of pa kets of the ow
is quite large, the law of large numbers would suggest the following approximation
ef + B
ef + · · · + B
e f dist.
B
1
2
Nf ∼ pNf , so that the total number of pa kets of a ow an

be re overed from the number of sampled pa kets. In spite of the fa t that this

approximation is quite appealing and natural, it turns out that it has to be handled
with

are. Indeed, if

Nf

is geometri ally distributed, then it is easily

the above approximation is wrong. The fa t that
helps to establish su h an approximation.

Nf

he ked that

is, very likely, heavy tailed

This is the subje t of the rest of the

se tion. The following result is a rst step in this dire tion.

p
2
1 + 4kp/x2 − 1 x ∈ R, k > 0, and the
random variables Bi are Bernoulli with mean p, then


!
Nf

i
p
h
X
1
p(1 − p)G ∨ k ≤ cE p 1{Nf ≥k} ,
P
Bi ≥ k  − P Nf ≥ hk
Nf
i=1

Proposition 2. If

hk (x) = x2 /4p2

where G is a standard Gaussian
random variable, for real numbers a∨b = max(a, b),
p
and c = 3(p2 + (1 − p)2 )/ p(1 − p).

6
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Proof. Let σ2 = Var(B) = p(1 − p), Sn = B1 + · · · + Bn , S¯n = Sn /n and Sˆn =
√
n(S¯n − np)/σ . By Berry-Essen's theorem [10℄, for ea h n ∈ N and k > 0,




k − pn
c
k − pn
−P G ≥ √
≤ √
P Sˆn ≥ √
n
σ n
σ n
p
3
3
2
2
where c = 3E((p − B) )/σ = 3(p + (1 − p) )/ p(1 − p). Thus, multiplying by
1{n≥k} , using the independen
e of Sn and Nf and Fubini's theorem, noti ing that
p
P(ŜN ≥ (k − pNf )/ Nf ) = P(SNf ≥ k) and that, if SNf ≥ k then Nf ≥ k , we
obtain

P ŜN

k − pNf
≥ p
σ Nf

!

Now, we prove that

k − pNf
−P G ≥ p
, Nf ≥ k
σ Nf

k − pNf
, Nf ≥ k
P G≥ p
σ Nf

!

= P(pNf +

!

≤ cE

1
p 1{Nf ≥k}
Nf

!

.

p
Nf σG ≥ k, Nf ≥ k)

= P(Nf ≥ fk (σG) ∨ k).

√
z = y , the equation pz 2 + zx − k = 0 has two roots in R, equal
p
p
x2 + 4pk)/2p < 0 and z2 = (−x + x2 + 4pk)/2p > 0. Thus, for
to z1 = (−x −
2
every x ∈ R, pz + zx − k ≥ 0, z ≥ 0 is equivalent to z ≥ z2 , i.e., y ≥ hk (x). The
result then readily follows.

Indeed, denoting

From the above result, under mild assumptions on the distribution of
tail distribution of
parti ular, if

Nf

B1 + B2 + · · · + BNf

Nf , the
Nf . In

is related to the tail distribution of

has a Pareto distribution, we have the following result.

Corollary 1. If the random variable Nf has a Pareto distribution, i.e. for some
b > 0 and a > 1, P(Nf ≥ k) = (b/k)a , and if the random variables Bi are Bernoulli
with mean p, then

P B1 + B2 + · · · + BNf ≥ k
lim
= 1.
k→+∞
P(Nf ≥ k/p)
Proof.

We have

p
p
a
P(Nf ≥ hk ( p(1 − p)G) ∨ l) = E((b/(hk ( p(1 − p)G) ∨ k))a ) ∼ (bp/k) ,

sin e

hk (x) = k/p(1 + O( √1k ))

The above asymptoti

for large

k.

results have been established for a random variable

whi h has a Pareto distribution. But it is straightforwardly
results hold, when only the tail of
Se tion 2. To

on lude the

Nf

is Pareto as for the tra


Nf ,

he ked that similar
tra e des ribed in

omparison between the original ow size distribution

and the res aled sampled size distribution, let us mention that Berry-Essen bound
based on the normal approximation is a

urate only around the mean value. To

obtain a tighter bound on the tail of the distribution, it is possible to establish the
following result (see [4℄ for details).
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Theorem 1. For

α ∈ (1/2, 1), there exist positive onstants C0 and C1 su h that

for any p ∈ (0, 1) and ℓ ≥ 1/p,
P

P
Nf

i=1 Bi ≥ ℓ

P(Nf ≥ ℓ/p)



−1 ≤

sup


P Nf ≥

3

From the above result, we see that the
probability that a sampled ow
for su iently large

ℓ

to

ontains

P(Nf ≥ ℓ/p).

ℓ
p

+u

 α 
ℓ
p

P(Nf ≥ ℓ/p)

−C1 ≤u≤C1

+

−1



C0
p
exp −
ℓ2α−1 .
P(Nf ≥ ℓ/p)
4(1 − p)
P

Nf
quantity P
i=1 Bi ≥ ℓ related to the
at least ℓ pa kets is exponentially lose

In Se tion 4, the above theoreti al results

are used to interpret the experimental results when performing deterministi
random sampling on the Fran e Tele om ADSL tra
3.3.

Renements.

and

tra es.

To prove Proposition 1, it has been assumed that ows are

permanent. This assumption is reasonable, when the observation window length
is small. When

T

7

T

is large, however, ows may be bursty and alternate between on

and o periods. To take into a
tributions as in Proposition 1

ount this phenomenon,

onvergen e to Poisson dis-

an be proved, when ows have dierent transmission

rates.
More pre isely, let us assume that there are L lasses of ows. For a lass
ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L}, rℓ (x) is the transmission rate of a ow of lass ℓ after a duration
R
1 T
of time x. The quantity Cℓ = T
0 rℓ (u) du is the average transmission rate of a
ow on [0, T ]. Flows are assumed to arrive uniformly in [0, T ]. Consequently, for
ea h ow f in lass ℓ, the number of pa kets transmitted up to time t ∈ [0, T ] is
Rt
Nf (t) = 0 rℓ ((u − τf ) mod T ) du, where the τf 's are independent and uniformly
distributed in [0, T ]. It follows that the dierent pro esses Nf (t) for ows f in lass
ℓ have the same distribution.
P For ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L}, let Kℓ be the number of ows of lass ℓ in [0, T ] and K =
The total number of transmitted pa kets up to time u is denoted by
ℓ Kℓ . P
P
K
M (u) =
ℓ Kℓ and pM (T ) be the number of sampling
i=1 Ni (u). Let K =
times between 0 and T , p denoting the sampling rate. When K be omes large,
assume that for every ℓ, Kℓ /K tends to a onstant αℓ . By the law of large numbers,
PL
M (u)/K onverges almost surely to C = ℓ=1 αℓ Cℓ for all u ∈ [0, T ]. The numbers
of pa kets nf in the sampled ows f of lass ℓ have the same distribution. We have
the following result, whose proof is given in Appendix A.

Proposition 3. If pM (T )/K → x, the distribution of the number n(ℓ) of pa kets in
a sampled ow of lass ℓ onverge to a Poisson distribution with parameter xCk /C .
The above proposition shows that the distribution of the number of sampled
pa kets of a ow in
lass

ℓ

lass

ℓ

depends only upon on the ratio of the average rate of

to the total average rate in the observation window. This indi ates that we

ould have

onsidered the ows permanent at the average rate in the observation

window.
4. Experimental results
In this se tion, we

onsider the tra

tra e from the Fran e Tele om ba kbone

network des ribed in Se tion 2 and we x the length of the observation window

8
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equal to

T = 3200

se onds and the sampling rate

umulative distribution fun tions (

p = 1/100.

The

omplementary

df ) of the number of pa kets in original mi e

and elephants are displayed in Figure 1(b) and 1(d), respe tively. In the original
tra e, there were 252,854 elephants and in the sampled tra e, we found 132,352
and 132,185 of the original elephants with deterministi

and random sampling,

respe tively.
From the above experimental results, we see that the probabilities of seeing
elephants after sampling in the dierent

0.523.
Nf has

ases are very

about
If

a Pareto distribution of the form

lose one to ea h other,

P(Nf > k) = (b/k)a 1{k≥b} ,

the

probability of seeing an elephant by random sampling is



Nf
∞
X
X
P
Bi > 0 = 1 − (1 − p)b + p
(1 − p)k P(Nf > k) ∼ bp + (bp)a Γ(1 − a, bp),
i=1

when

p

k=b

is small.

With

a = a2 = 0.55, b = 20,

and

p = 1/100,

we nd that

the probability of seeing an elephant is approximately equal to 55 %, whi h is
very

lose to the experimental value. Hen e, by estimating the exponent

a

of the

Pareto distribution allows us to estimate the probability of seeing an elephant. This
quantity is

riti al for the estimation of the parameters of ows. For instan e, for

estimating the original duration of ows, a method is presented in [2℄, but the
estimation of

ν,

the probability of seeing an elephant, is

riti al be ause it relies on

the tails of some probability distributions. The method based on the estimation of
the exponent of the Pareto distribution is more reliable.
The major di ulty for exploiting the sampled tra e

omes from the fa t that

we do not know if a sampled ow is really an elephant or not. If we had adopted the
onvention that a sampled ow

orresponds to an elephant as soon as it is

omposed

of at least two pa kets, we would have found 143,517 and 144,000 elephants with
deterministi

and random sampling, respe tively. We see that this

onvention leads

to slightly overestimating the number of elephants.
Figure 2 represents the
abilisti

and deterministi

df of the number of pa kets in elephants after probsampling, along with the res aled original distribution

P(N > k/p)/ν ,

where

ν

that the three

urves

oin ide, whi h is in agreement with the results obtained in

is the probability of seeing an elephant. We

an observe

Se tion 3. By using Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 and assuming that random and
deterministi

sampling are su iently

lose one to ea h other, we

an re over the

distribution of the original elephants from the distribution of sampled elephants
with known bounds.
For the volume

V

(expressed in bytes) of elephants, we

an rst

mean number of bytes in pa kets. For instan e, for the tra

tra e

ompute the
onsidered in

this paper, the mean number of bytes in pa kets of elephants is equal to
Then, we

V̄ = 1000.

an verify that multiplying the number of pa kets in elephants by the

mean number

V̄

of bytes in pa kets give a fair estimate of the volume of elephants,

as illustrated in Figure 3(a). From the results established for the number of pa kets
in elephants and under the assumption that random sampling is su iently
to deterministi

sampling, we

lose

an estimate the volume of original elephants with

known bounds; Figure 3(b) shows that the res aled distribution
lose to the distribution of the volume of sampled elephants.

P(V > x/p)/ν

is
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1
probabisti

sampling

P(N > k/p)/ν

0.1

deterministi sampling
Pareto approximation

P(N > k)

0.01
0.001
1e-04
1e-05
1e-06
1e-07
1

10

100

1000

10000

100000

k

Figure 2. Number of pa kets in elephants after sampling and

omparison with the res aled original size

P(N > k/p)/ν

along

with the Pareto approximation.

1

1
volume of elephants

determinsiti sampling
probabilisti s sampling

V̄ N

0.1

νP(V > x/p)
0.1

P (V > x)

0.01

0.001

0.01

1e-04
0.001

1e-05

1e-06
100

1000

10000

1e+06

100000

1e+07

1e+08

1e+09

1e-04
10

x

(a) Experimental urves

100

1000

10000

volume

1e+06

(b) Experimental urves

Figure 3. Volume (in bytes) of elephants after deterministi

probabilisti

100000

sampling and

and

omparison with the res aled original

P(V > x/p)/ν .
5. Con lusion

We have shown in this paper that as far as the volume and the number of pa kets
in elephants are

on erned, random and deterministi

sampling are very

lose to

ea h other, when the sampling rate be omes small. Several results for the number of
pa kets

ontained in randomly sampled ows have been established. In parti ular,

bounds between the distribution of the number of pa kets in a randomly sampled
elephant and the res aled original distribution have been established. Experimental
results obtained by using a tra

tra e from the Fran e Tele om IP ba kbone

network show good agreement with theoreti al results.
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Appendix A. Appendix: Proof of Proposition 3

Let

(tj )1≤j≤pM(T )

have for any ow in



P(ni = 0) = E 

where

ni

be the sequen e of the
lass

ℓ,

say, ow

pM(T ) 

Y

j=1

1−

pM (T )

[0, T ].

We






 PpM (T )
Ni (tj ) 
= E e j=1 log(1−Ni (tj )/M(tj )) ,
M (tj )

is the number of pa kets in the sampled ow i. First, note that

pM(T )

X
j=1

Se ond, if

f


 

pM(T )
X Ni (tj )
1
Ni (tj )
=−
.
+O
log 1 −
M (tj )
M
(t
)
K
j
j=1

is a twi e

pM(T )

X

f (tj ) =

j=1

sin e the points

pM(T )

X
j=1

ontinuously dierentiable fun tion in

pM (T )
T

Z

T

f (u) du +

0

[0, T ],

f (T ) − f (0)
+O
2



we have

1
pM (T )

(tj ) are distributed more or less uniformly in [0, T ].



,

Hen e, we have



Z
pM (T ) T Ni (u)
1 Ni (T )
1
Ni (tj )
=−
du +
+ O( ).
log 1 −
M (tj )
T
M
(u)
2
M
(T
)
K
0

The rst term of the right-hand side is equal to

RT

x
a.s. to −
CT 0 rℓ (u − τi ) du
when K tends to +∞,
(3)

sampling times in

i

= −xCℓ /C ,

− Tx

when

P(ni = 0) → exp



K

RT

−xCℓ
C

0

rℓ (u−τi )
M(u)/K

tends to



.

du, whi

+∞.

h

onverges

It follows that,
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For

k ∈ N,



P(ni = k) = E 



where
metri

= E

X

i1 <...<ik
pM(T ) 

Y

j=1

k
Y
Ni (tim )
M (tim )
m=1

1−

Ni (tj )
M (tj )

gi (u) = Ni (u)/(M (u) − Ni (u))

and

homogeneous polynomial of degree



Y

j6∈{i1 <...<ik }

k−1
X
p=0

P

Qk

j=1 Xij is the symPpM(T ) i
Si = j=1 Xj for i > 1,

i1 <...<ik

Denoting

Newton's formula

(−1)k kΣk +



Ni (tj ) 
1−
M (tj )


Σk (gi (t1 ), . . . , gi (tpM(T ) )) ,

Σk =

k.
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(−1)p Σp Sk−p = 0 (1 ≤ k ≤ pM (T ))

Σk an be expressed as a fun tion of S1 , . . . , Sk . It is lear that
Sq (gi (t1 ), . . . , gi (tpM(T ) )) is the Riemann sum with pM (T ) terms asso iated to giq
on [0, T ]. Using Newton's formula, it an be proved that when K tends to +∞,
k
P
pM(T )
gi (tj )
j=1
.
Σk (gi (t1 ), . . . , gi (tpM(T ) )) ∼
k!
Taking into a ount approximation (3), we obtain that, for ow i of lass ℓ,

!k 
Cℓ 
k
Z T
Cl 1
xCℓ
x
e−x C
P(ni = k) → e−x C E 
rl (u − τi ) du  =
k!
CT 0
k!
C
establishes that

and Proposition 3 follows.
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